Critical Appraisal

Tony Linde

Introduction
The title of my Final Major Project (FMP) is ‘Free Will and Determinism’ (FW&D) and is both a study
of arguments within the philosophy of FW&D and an attempt to develop a mode of practicing art
which engages with philosophical subjects.
I cannot go on to do a degree course so my goal on the project was always to work with a variety of
techniques and media through the development stage and then focus on figurative oil painting for
the final works in order to launch a future practice of painting and printmaking.
My work was impacted only slightly by the Covid-19 lockdown in that I produced four final paintings
instead of the planned six.
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Sources and Influences
Several books on the philosophy of free will informed my work but primarily Baggini’s ‘Freedom
Regained’ and Watson’s ‘Free Will’.
The genesis for my approach to this project came from three sources. The first was the introduction
to experimentation that I learned on my previous project in the Fashion and Textiles (F&T) pathway.
Only through the techniques and approaches I learned there could I have hoped to engage with a
largely abstract philosophical topic in an artistic way.
The second was the realisation that figurative art did not have to be perfectly representational. That
realisation came when I attended the Ken Kiff exhibition in London 1: the paintings on display, and
others I subsequently sought out in books, had a palette and an approach to figuration which
chimed with the way I saw the world.
Finally, I made some quirky A5-size sketches in black ink coloured with water-soluble Inktense
pencils which received critically favourable comments from artists, fellow students and tutors
leading me to realise that I had found an approach that worked for me.
One other key influence was Hyman’s, ‘The World New Made’ which showed a vast range of
approaches to figurative painting and afforded a critical endorsement to the work I wanted to make.

(Collage of images: click to view these and more, full size, online)

1

Kiff, Ken. Man Painting. 15 June - 12 July 2019, Turps Gallery, London.
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Beginnings
I began the project with visits around Leicester, Loughborough and Nottingham including museums
and churches. I made sketches in the first of two sketchbooks that I completed for this project and
took photographs. In Loughborough, I shot videos at the town market from which I made sketches of
people and a later sculpture. In Nottingham, I visited the Justice Museum 2 where I attended a ‘witch
trial’: sketches and photographs made of the participants appeared throughout my sketchbooks.

(Collage of images: click to view these and more, full size, online)

‘National Justice Museum’. National Justice Museum, https://www.nationaljusticemuseum.org.uk. Accessed
24 Apr. 2020.
2
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Exploration (Sketchbook 1 3)
In Newcastle’s Biscuit Factory, I had seen sculptures of horses made by Zoe Robinson from chicken
wire and plaster-covered scrim 4. I experimented using this method and liked the way the plaster
partially filled the holes in the scrim, exposing the mode of construction.

(Collage of images: click to view these and more, full size, online)

In another exercise I coloured black and white photographs of garden plants. It was fascinating to
see how different media could set a ‘mood’. The resulting images had a subtle blend of natural and
unnatural beauty.

(Collage of images: click to view these and more, full size, online)

‘FMP Sketchbook 1’. Tony Linde, 25 Apr. 2020, https://tonylinde.com/fmp-sketchbook-1.
‘Zoe Robinson’. The Biscuit Factory, https://www.thebiscuitfactory.com/collections/zoe-robinson. Accessed
24 Apr. 2020.
3
4
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I had the idea of creating a ‘determinism’ sculpture using stacked gearwheels 5. I customized an
open-source illustration of gearwheels in Illustrator 6 and lasercut them from a sheet of 3mm black
acetate, then photographed the wheels in different configurations and made rubbings onto
newsprint.

(Collage of images: click to view these and more, full size, online)

The idea of determinism is that the universe plays out in a predictable fashion, like a clockwork mechanism. I
wanted to make a sculpture of stacked gearwheels which might comment on that idea.
6
‘Adobe Illustrator | Vector Graphic Design Software’. Adobe Illustrator,
https://www.adobe.com/uk/products/illustrator.html. Accessed 24 Apr. 2020.
5
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Development (Sketchbook 2 7)
From my work in the Textiles pathway, I realised the benefits of having a fixed colour palette as a
basis for an art project, the limitation being a stimulus rather than an obstacle to creativity. I used
the A5 sketches mentioned above as a basis and produced versions of the palette using different
media and as a textile collage.

(Parts of images from sketches used to select colours for project palette)

(Project palette in digital form)

7

(Palette in length of fabric & collaged piece)

‘FMP Sketchbook 2’. Tony Linde, 25 Apr. 2020, https://tonylinde.com/fmp-sketchbook-2.
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I started working with Solidworks 8 to plan and visualize my gearwheels sculpture. After importing
one wheel from the original vector drawing, I was able to extrude it to 3mm and finish it to look like
black acetate. I was then able to import and manipulate six gearwheels into something like a
physical structure. It was fascinating to learn how to do this, but the effort involved and the amount
of further work required led me to drop this approach.

(Sculpture of six gearwheels, modelled in Solidworks)

(Gearwheels sculpture motion study: click to view video online)

8

‘3D CAD Design Software’. SOLIDWORKS, https://www.solidworks.com. Accessed 24 Apr. 2020.
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I had another idea of all the gearwheels flying away from a central point, as in the Big Bang 9. I built
this using chickenwire strips to form a sphere and then strung the gearwheels within and around the
sphere using lengths of coloured wire (representing the fundamental forces holding the universe
together). Filming the structure while spinning, replaying it using an iterated 360° mode and then
reversing that view led to a serendipitous ‘Big Bang’ film. The sculpture was as I imagined it but was
flimsy, looked unfinished, and had a lack of focus. In the end, I decided the approach was too
illustrative to be worth pursuing a more substantial mode of construction.

(Collage of images: click to view these and more, full size, and videos online)

The Big Bang theory is that the universe formed from a singularity and subsequent inflation from which all
matter and the forces which govern them was created:
Wikipedia contributors. ‘Big Bang’. Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Bang. Accessed 28 Apr. 2020.
9
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At the National Portrait Gallery, I saw Elizabeth Peyton’s portraits 10 and copied two of these.
Working close-up on just one face brought a sense of focus to the work: balancing representation
against the needs of the colour shapes was absorbing. I followed through on this with large-scale
portraits in the Final stage.

(Collage of images: click to view these and more, full size, online)

After copying a detail from a Ken Kiff painting in my sketchbook using oil pastels, I tried to get the
same feeling of colour work in an original piece based on a collage. The result was successful, with a
composition and colour application related to the Kiff paintings but still wholly my own style. This
approach to colour use also helped with the large-scale portraits I produced in the final stage.

(Collage of images: click to view these and more, full size, online)

‘Elizabeth Peyton: Aire and Angels’. National Portrait Gallery,
https://www.npg.org.uk/whatson/exhibitions/2019/elizabeth-peyton/. Accessed 24 Apr. 2020.
10
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A documentary I had seen, ‘Worlds of Ursula K. Le Guin,’ 11 included animations by Em Cooper 12,
created by successively painting onto glass using oils, photographing the painting, and then erasing
and repainting 13. I emulated this using a painting application, Rebelle 14, by saving the painting at
each stage with a different name. It worked well and is something I will follow up on later.

(Stop motion created with digital painting app: click to view video online)

I wanted to make something of the philosophical concept of causa sui 15 and settled on a simple
animation using modelling clay. The film neither demonstrates the concept nor the refutation of it,
but I wanted the title to remain simply because that was the original idea: the film itself is causa sui.
It was successful as a demonstration of ability but was not a technique I had time to take further.

(Stop motion claymation piece: click to view video online)

‘Worlds of Ursula K. Le Guin – Documentary Film by Arwen Curry’. Worlds of Ursula K. Le Guin, 19 Nov. 2019,
https://worldsofukl.com.
12
Em Cooper. http://www.emcooper.com. Accessed 19 Apr. 2020.
13
Wikipedia contributors. ‘Paint-on-Glass Animation’. Wikipedia, 1 July 2019, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paint-onglass_animation.
14
‘Rebelle’. Peter Blaskovic, 26 Mar. 2015, https://www.escapemotions.com/products/rebelle.
15
Causa sui denotes something which is generated within itself. It is central to determinism in that nothing can
be causa sui, everything has its cause:
Wikipedia contributors. ‘Causa Sui’. Wikipedia, 5 Jan. 2020, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Causa_sui.
11
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Final Works (Sketchbook 3 16)
Early in the FMP, I ‘illustrated’, in a film, my own view of FW&D 17. It was filmed in the studio
darkroom and edited in Premiere Pro. I think this film is a very successful piece: it conveys my
message clearly and in a simple way and has a clean and colourful aesthetic. The only thing I might
do differently next time is to ensure the ‘colour’ of the lighting was cooler.

(Film introducing my own view of Free Will and Determinism: click to view video online)

From the Loughborough Market video stills, I traced outlines of people, singly and together, using
Illustrator. These were lasercut to form a sculpture with the title ‘Stand Up’. It represents the way
that ordinary people will stand up for what is right 18. I thought about painting the sculpture but
decided to leave it as is – the laser burn marks represent the difficulty and danger involved in
standing out.

(Collage of images: click to view these and more, full size, online)

‘FMP Sketchbook 3’. Tony Linde, 25 Apr. 2020, https://tonylinde.com/fmp-sketchbook-3.
My own explanation is, in brief, that ‘free will’ is all about the future and how we bring it about while
‘determinism’ is about the past and what events led up to now: the two are neither compatible nor
incompatible, they describe wholly unconnected circumstances.
18
The sculpture is inspired by the chapter in Baggini, ‘The Dissident’ (p 102).
16
17
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I also made rotating animations of the sculpture 19. Another film was made in Premiere Pro by mixing
one film with another that was reversed: this had an eerie sense of interrupted movement
provoking a feeling of mounting anxiety. Although interesting, I think more work would need to be
done to make them successful pieces of art.

(Collage of video stills: click to view the full videos online)

The idea for my first oil painting came from the Stoic concept of ‘swerve’ 20 (Baggini p 19), but I took
the term literally. The colours came from my palette with the fence, forest and car being settled
easily but the hare and road changing several times. I had a red acrylic ground on the board to start
with and patches showed through the foliage of the forest: I left this unfinished as the red
accentuated the chaos of the greens and browns, picking up on the ‘swerve’ concept. The painting
has a stillness that contrasts with the subject and a sense of mystery about what will happen next.

(Click to view painting and preliminary sketches online)

The second painting is “Laplace’s Demon” 21. I used Blake’s “Newton” 22 as a basis for the demon
figure as Blake ‘was critical of Newton’s reductive, scientific approach and so shows him merely
following the rules of his compass, blind to the colourful rocks behind him.’ 23 The painting was
composed in Photoshop 24 using the Blake painting and stock photographs. It, too, went through
several variations in colour but with less success than the previous work.
The animations were stop-motion ones, made by taking photographs while the sculpture was lit with a torch
and then rotating it by one or two degrees before taking the next shot.
20
Wikipedia contributors. ‘Clinamen’. Wikipedia, 24 Apr. 2020, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clinamen.
21
“Laplace’s Demon” is a thought-experiment from Laplace about a demon who ‘knows’ the position of and
the forces acting upon every particle in the universe and who could therefore deduce everything in the past
and the future. Determinism encompasses the idea that such a demon is theoretically possible (Baggini, pp 910 & 12).
Wikipedia contributors. ‘Pierre-Simon Laplace’. Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PierreSimon_Laplace. Accessed 24 Apr. 2020.
22
Blake, William. Newton. 1795 – c. 1805. Collection Tate Britain, London.
23
‘“Newton”, William Blake, 1795–c.1805’. Tate, https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/blake-newton-n05058.
Accessed 21 Apr. 2020.
24
‘Adobe Photoshop | Best Photo, Image, and Design Editing Software’. Adobe Photoshop,
https://www.adobe.com/uk/products/photoshop.html. Accessed 24 Apr. 2020.
19
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There are parts I do like – the hands of the demon are expressive (with a Ken Kiff quality to them),
the ground colour showing through on both the paper and smartphone accentuate the ephemerality
of any future prediction and the front half of the wombat reflects an Australian self-possession in
the face of natural chaos. But the rest is a mess: the demon is too blob-like, the middle ground
overwhelms everything and the ground showing through in the far background looks unfinished
rather than deliberate.

(Click to view painting, preliminary sketches and details online)

I had been collecting images from fashion magazines which featured the heads of people, mainly
models. I started sketching these portraits on A2 cartridge paper using a range of media: oil crayons,
Inktense blocks, marker pens, charcoal etc. . I enjoy the freedom involved in this way of working and
am building up a knowledge of the colours and forms that most interest me. The styles reflect all my
reading but especially artists included in the books, ‘Painting People’, ‘Picturing People’, and ‘A
Brush with the Real’ such as Chantal Joffe, Elizabeth Peyton, Anna Bjerger, Karin Hanssen, Eduardo
Berliner, Tim Eitel and Hesam Rahmanian.

(Collage of images: click to view these and more, full size, online)
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There is a quote in Baggini from psychologist Michael Gazzaniga that responsibility and freedom are
found ‘in the space between brains, in the interaction between people’ (p 134). I liked the phrase
‘the space between brains’ and made a series of monotypes on that based on Ben Quilty’s
‘Rorschach’ paintings 25. They were of variable quality, but the later ones had a luminous quality that
was intriguing. I intend to do more with this technique but with portraits of other people.

(Collage of images: click to view these and more, full size, online)

My third and fourth oil paintings are both derived from the same source, Kant’s idea of the
noumenal world 26. ‘Phenomenal’ shows a Mars-type rover (signifying the phenomenal world)
leading a blind and deaf figure (representing the noumenal), while ‘Noumenal’ shows the noumenal
trying to reach the phenomenal world via a crystal ball. Both works show the silliness of postulating
some ethereal world which has no connection to the physical world yet, somehow, controls it.
‘Phenomenal’ is the best of my four paintings. The golden figure with its bewildered expression set
against the flat green grass is isolated, leaving it lost and purposeless while the rover, with its
forward-looking eyes and sense of movement, looks purposeful. The background has an Edward
Scissorhands 27 feel to it with the featureless pastel houses and looming church while the huge pink
sun and dark blue sky accentuate the sense of threat. The three older people on the park bench
provide the only ‘normality’ in the image though the sketchy feel (borrowed from the approach of
Susie Hamilton 28) of the figures show that they are barely holding on in this world.

(Click to view painting and preliminary sketches online)
The monotypes were created by painting a version of my own face onto an acetate sheet then pressing
another acetate sheet on top of that and rolling both through the press. I then printed the two sheets side by
side to produce several such ‘Rorschach’ prints. I produced another by printing the two plates separately,
overlapping one over the other:
Wikipedia contributors. ‘Rorschach Test’. Wikipedia, 19 Mar. 2020, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rorschach_test.
26
The noumenal world is unknowable by us in the everyday, phenomenal, world but is the source of, among
other concepts, free will:
Wikipedia contributors. ‘Noumenon’. Wikipedia, 5 Apr. 2020,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noumenon#Kant's_usage.
27
‘Edward Scissorhands (1990)’. IMDb, 14 Dec. 1990, https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0099487.
28
‘Susie Hamilton’. Susie Hamilton, http://www.susiehamilton.co.uk. Accessed 21 Apr. 2020.
25
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‘Noumenal’ is a more simplistic image though I like its graphic quality. The flatness of the paint and
of the objects in most of the image and the contradictory spatial relationships between objects lend
the scene an ethereal, unreal quality. The colours in the image tie it to the ‘Phenomenal’ painting
without insisting on any symbolic links between like-coloured objects.

(Click to view painting and preliminary sketches online)

If there had been a final show, I would have included the three successful paintings ‘The Swerve’,
‘Phenomenal’ and ‘Noumenal’, the ‘Free Will and Determinism’ title film, the animation ‘Causa Sui’
and the sculpture ‘Stand Up’ (and, perhaps, two or three of the A2 portraits).
The paintings are the culmination of my work on the FMP. But more important is knowing that I now
have the ability to translate the images in my head into paint and to know when they are or are not
working as pieces of art.
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Appendix II: Exhibitions Seen, Sites Visited
& Offsite Workshops Attended
Date
04 July 2019
25 July 2019
26 July 2019
26 July 2019

26 July 2019
26 Aug 2019
02 Sept 2019
04 Sept 2019
06 Sept 2019
12 Sept 2019
14 Sept 2019
21 Sept 2019
03 Oct 2019
03 Oct 2019
- 31 Oct 2019
30 Oct 2019

02 Nov 2019
12 Nov 2019

16 Dec 2019
15 Jan 2020
16 Jan 2020

City, Venue
Artist
London, Turps Gallery
Ken Kiff
London, Barbican
Lee Krasner
Centre
Newcastle, Laing Art Gallery
Newcastle, Biscuit
Zoe Robinson,
Factory Gallery
Basia Roszak
(and many others)
Newcastle, Baltic Arts
Mick Peter
Centre
Ifeoma U Anyaeji
various
Newcastle, St Nicholas Cathedral
Leicester, New Walk
various
Museum
Leicester, New Walk
Leicester, Holy Cross Priory
Nottingham, Justice Museum
Loughborough, Charnwood Museum
Loughborough, Loughborough Market
Birmingham
Judy Preston
Leicester, Attenborough Lucy Jones
Arts
Leicester, Attenborough Jane French
Arts
Nottingham, Bonington various
Gallery
Nottingham
various
Contemporary
Nottingham, St Mary’s in the Lace Market
Leicester, Leicester Print Serena Smith,
Workshop
Nick Mobbs
London, Royal Academy Antony Gormley
London, National
Elizabeth Peyton
Portrait Gallery
London, British Museum Käthe Kollwitz
various
Yorkshire Sculpture Park
Nottingham, Bonington
Gallery
Leicester, Leicester
Gallery

Exhibition Title
Man Painting
Living Colour
Summer Exhibition
To Me, To You
Ezuju ezu – In(complete)
Survey
The Wonderful World of the
Ladybird Book Artists

Ecodyeing Workshop
Awkward Beauty
Oil painting workshops
Waking the Witch
Still Undead: Popular Culture
in Britain Beyond the Bauhaus
Out of the Woods
Antony Gormley
Aire and Angels

Holly Hendry
Tim Rundle

Portrait of the artist
Pushing paper: contemporary
drawing from 1970 to now
David Smith: Sculpture 1932–
1965
Phyllis
Motif

Tatty Devine

Misshapes

David Smith
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05 Feb 2020
07 Feb 2020

Leicester, Phoenix
Leicester, Attenborough
Arts
Nottingham, Djanogly
Gallery

08 Feb 2020

Nottingham
Contemporary

25 Feb 2020

Leicester, New Walk
Museum
Nottingham, Bonington
Gallery
Nottingham
Contemporary

29 Feb 2020
29 Feb 2020

07 March 2020

Nottingham, Broadway
Cinema

P2428268
Les Hayden
Sargy Mann
Ivon Hitchens
Angela Verdon
Diane Simpson

Tony Linde
Blender workshop
Let it be felt that the painter
was there
Space Through Colour

Diane Simpson
various

Angela Verdon
Sculpture, Drawing, Prints
1976–2014
Artist Talk
Dissent and Displacement

Matt Woodham

Sensing Systems

Denzil Forrester

Itchin & Scratchin

Matt Woodham +
others
Above&Below

Symposium: Sensing Systems

Matt Woodham

Runway workshop

Touch Designer workshop
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